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Strong coupling between light and the fundamental excitations of a two-dimensional electron
gas (2DEG) are of foundational importance both to pure physics and to the understanding and
development of future photonic nanotechnologies [1–7]. Here we study the relationship between spin
polarization of a 2DEG in a monolayer semiconductor, MoSe2, and light-matter interactions modified
by a zero-dimensional optical microcavity. We find pronounced spin-susceptibility of the 2DEG
to simultaneously enhance and suppress trion-polariton formation in opposite photon helicities.
This leads to observation of a giant effective valley Zeeman splitting for trion-polaritons (g-factor
> 20), exceeding the purely trionic splitting by over five times. Going further, we observe clear
effective optical non-linearity arising from the highly non-linear behavior of the valley-specific strong
light-matter coupling regime, and allowing all-optical tuning of the polaritonic Zeeman splitting
from 4 to > 10 meV. Our experiments lay the groundwork for engineering topological phases with
true unidirectionality in monolayer semiconductors, accompanied by giant effective photonic non-
linearities rooted in many-body exciton-electron correlations.

MAIN16

Monolayer MoSe2 presents a four-band massive Dirac17

system for studying spin and valley pseudospin depen-18

dent interactions between electrons, excitons, and pho-19

tons [3, 4]. In the presence of an appreciable free carrier20

density, simple neutral exciton absorption evolves into21

two Fermi-polaron branches, repulsive and attractive [2–22

4, 7]. The monolayer then plays host to a Bose-Fermi23

mixture consisting of excitons dressed by electrons (or24

holes, for p-type doping). Strong coupling of these Fermi-25

polaron resonances to photonic microcavity modes has26

been demonstrated [4, 5]. Simplistically, the repulsive27

and attractive polarons correspond to a spin-triplet or28

spin-singlet interaction, respectively, between the two-29

dimensional electron gas (2DEG) and the constituent30

electron of the exciton [3, 4, 7]. In MoSe2, subject to31

strict spin-valley locking and chiral optical selection rules,32

this has the consequence of tying the 2DEG degree of spin33

polarization to the oscillator strengths of the polaron res-34

onances in opposite photon helicities. The extreme ex-35

ample of this effect is when the 2DEG becomes fully spin36

polarized, leading to vanishing absorption of the attrac-37

tive polaron in one photon helicity [3, 7].38

It has recently been reported that when the Fermi level39

is significantly smaller than the trion binding energy,40

the attractive polaron may be adequately described as41

a three-body charged exciton, or trion [8, 9]. Although42

nominally the trion exists only in the strict single particle43

limit, in reality the transition between these two quasi-44

particle regimes is unclear, and likely depends heavily on45

the degree of exciton and carrier spatial localization over46

the monolayer, especially at low densities. This is partic-47

ularly true in the case of nonequilibrium scenarios such48

as photoluminescence experiments, in which both species49

may coexist [9].50

Valley Zeeman splitting of these excitonic complexes51

has been reported under application of strong out-of-52

plane magnetic fields (B-fields) [3, 6, 10]. However,53

translating the relatively large Zeeman splitting of a54

purely matter-bound excitation into a photonic mode55

splitting remains a fundamental challenge not only in56

opto-valleytronics [11], but also in topological photon-57

ics. Indeed, many topological states of light have been58

implemented in recent years [12], including using TMD59

exciton-polaritons [13, 14]. The ultimate goal of real60

topological protection against any type of disorder scat-61

tering and back-reflection requires time-reversal symme-62

try breaking [15, 16], with the size of the topological gap63

limited by the effective Zeeman splitting of the photonic64

modes. Large splittings are difficult to achieve at op-65

tical frequencies, and in the existing realizations either66

based on the use of magnetic proximity effects [17] or on67

the matter-based Zeeman splitting of exciton-polaritons68
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FIG. 1. Excitations of a 2-dimensional electron gas strongly coupled to light in monolayer MoSe2. (a) Reflectance
contrast RC = (R0 − R)/R0 from monolayer MoSe2 (reflectance R on flake and R0 on substrate) with raised itinerant carrier
density at T = 4.2 K and B = −8, 0,+8 T. Two peaks are attributed to the neutral exciton (XRC) and charged exciton or
trion (TRC). At high B-fields the trion absorption is completely suppressed in one or the other circular polarization of light.
For comparison the trion photoluminescence TPL signal at B = 0 T is also shown, revealing a Stokes shift of ∼ 6 meV. Neutral
exciton emission is absent owing to the raised doping level of the flake and rapid trion formation. (b) Sketch of the lowest
conduction sub-bands of monolayer MoSe2, in which the electronic spin and valley pseudospin (+K or −K valley of momentum
space) are strictly correlated. These degrees of freedom are distinct in that the spin couples to magnetic field, while the valley
pseudospin couples to light. Optical selection rules dictate that excitons and trions possess a +K (−K) valley pseudospin
when they couple, weakly or strongly, to σ+ (σ−) polarized photons. At B = 0 T, the 2DEG has zero net spin polarization.
At B = +8 T, the 2DEG is completely spin polarized, causing the oscillator strength of the −K valley trion to be suppressed
owing to a lack of itinerant electrons in the +K valley. (c) Schematic of the zero-dimensional open cavity structure used in
this work. Applying a DC voltage to the piezo crystal decreases the cavity length (see Methods). (d) Cavity PL intensity
maps (logarithmic scale) as the cavity mode is tuned through the trion resonances. Shown are the results at B = 0 T (left
panels) and B = +8 T (right panels) in both photon emission helicities. The laser is linearly polarized. At B = 0 T, the
spectra are essentially identical between both polarizations, while the near-unity spin polarization of the 2DEG at B = +8 T
causes strong coupling to break down in σ− polarization. A modified coupled oscillator model incorporating the trion-polariton
Stokes shift was used to fit the UPB and LPB (overlaid orange curves). The energies of TPL and TRC in both polarizations
(orange horizontal lines) are obtained directly or inferred from bare flake spectra at B = 0 T and +8 T. The UPB becomes
progressively dimmer at higher energies owing to increasing absorption from the EuS film.

[18, 19], the topological gap was < 1 meV, too small to69

be clearly observable.70

In our work, by harnessing many-body interactions in71

a 2-dimensional Bose-Fermi mixture, we realise a giant72

effective trion-polariton Zeeman splitting, over 5 times73

larger than the bare (uncoupled) trion splitting, and more74

than double the polariton linewidths, a crucial step to-75

wards elimination of unwanted coupling between chiral76

modes [20]. We moreover demonstrate giant effective77

non-linearity α ≈ 0.2±0.05 meV·µm2 for trion-polaritons78

under a magnetic field. This value is one order of magni-79

tude larger than previously reported in TMDs [5, 21] and80

is based on an original mechanism involving free carrier81

valley relaxation and strong light-matter coupling. Large82

photonic non-linearities, as in this work, are crucial for83

classical, quantum and topological photonics [12, 16].84

We study a MoSe2 monolayer on a 10 nm thick film85

of the ferromagnetic semiconductor europium sulphide86

(EuS) which coats a dielectric distributed Bragg reflec-87

tor (DBR). Firstly, we characterize the MoSe2 monolayer88
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FIG. 2. Giant effective trion-polariton Zeeman split-
ting. (a) Cavity PL spectra at increasing piezo voltages (de-
creasing cavity length) for B = 0 T (left panel) and B = +8
T (right panel). A giant Zeeman splitting of the lower po-
lariton branch (LPB) can be seen when the B-field is applied.
Spectra normalization factors at B = +8 T are stable around
∼ 1.2 from 9.2 V to 11.6 V, increasing to 6.6 at 12.8 V owing
to onset of absorption from the EuS film, which reduces the
cavity Q-factor and weakens σ− intensity. (b) The maximum
valley splitting of the trion-polariton LPB as a function of ap-
plied B-field strength. Here, we extract an effective maximum
LPB Zeeman splitting at each 1 T B-field increment from our
cavity fitting procedure (see Supplementary Note 2). Error
bars quantify the uncertainty arising from our cavity data fit-
ting procedure indicated by orange curves in Fig. 1d. For
comparison the valley Zeeman splitting of the bare (uncou-
pled) trion is also shown. The g-factors of the trion-polariton
and bare trion are (21.1± 0.9) and (3.93± 0.04), respectively.

in the half-cavity, or bare flake, configuration, at temper-89

ature T = 4.2 K. Fig. 1a shows circular polarization re-90

solved reflectance contrast (RC = (R0−R)/R0, where R91

and R0 are the reflectance from the MoSe2 and adjacent92

EuS substrate, respectively) spectra from the sample un-93

der linearly polarized broadband illumination at out-of-94

plane magnetic field strengths B = −8, 0,+8 T. We ob-95

serve, at B = 0 T, two clear absorption peaks attributed96

to the neutral exciton (XRC) and trion (TRC) at higher97

and lower energy, respectively. TRC displays a significant98

spectral weight, indicating an elevated doping level of the99

flake. These two resonances may be similarly described100

as Fermi-polarons, sharing the fundamental principle of101

a neutral exciton being either bound (attractive inter-102

action, trion-like) or unbound (repulsive interaction) to103

itinerant carriers [2–4, 7]. The energy separation between104

these peaks allows us to estimate the free carrier den-105

sity as 1012 cm−2 (see Supplementary Note 1) [7]. We106

attribute this relatively high carrier density to electron107

doping from the EuS film, which we expect to be highly108

charged owing to the deposition technique (see Meth-109

ods) [22, 23]. Measuring photoluminescence (PL) using110

a continuous wave laser at 1.946 eV, only a single peak111

is observed, attributed to the trion. The absence of neu-112

tral exciton PL is consistent with the high doping level113

in the flake, as is the significant Stokes shift of ∼ 6 meV114

observed between TRC and TPL (Fig. 1a) [4].115

When B = ±8 T, TRC is only visible in one circular116

polarization (Fig. 1a). Owing to its spin-singlet or inter-117

valley nature, the trion absorption strength of σ+ (σ−)118

light depends upon the itinerant carrier density in the119

−K (+K) valley. Therefore, the electron Zeeman split-120

ting is sufficiently large at this temperature to fully spin121

polarize the 2DEG (Fig. 1b) (see Supplementary Note 2)122

[3, 7]. Achieving complete spin polarization of a 2DEG123

of such high density as here may point to itinerant ferro-124

magnetism, in which transient domains of oppositely spin125

polarized electrons at B = 0 T evolve into a spatially cor-126

related spin polarized state when B > 0 T [24, 25]. We127

additionally note that while EuS is ferromagnetic, we see128

no evidence of magnetic proximity effects in the sample129

(see Supplementary Note 3).130

For the next stage of the study, we incorporate the131

MoSe2 / EuS structure into a tunable zero-dimensional132

microcavity (Fig. 1c), formed by introducing a down-133

ward facing top concave DBR into the optical path134

above the sample (as described in Ref. [26]). By con-135

trol of the mirror separation using piezo nanoposition-136

ers, we tune the ground state longitudinal cavity mode137

(Laguerre-Gaussian LG00) through resonance with both138

TPL and TRC , and perform cavity PL spectroscopy using139

a linearly polarized laser at power 5µW. At B = 0 T,140

we observe essentially identical PL spectra for both σ+
141

and σ− detection polarizations. As the cavity length is142

tuned, the observation of an anticrossing indicates strong143

light-matter coupling and defines upper and lower trion-144

polariton branches (UPB and LPB) separated by a Rabi145

splitting ΩR ∼ 9 meV. We note here that the trion Stokes146

shift is comparable with the Rabi splitting, and there-147

fore must be taken into account in order to precisely fit148

the polariton PL energies by going beyond the most ba-149

sic coupled oscillator model (see Supplementary Note 2).150
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FIG. 3. Trion-polariton effective nonlinearity. (a) Cavity PL colormaps (logarithmic scale) in σ+ and σ− emission
at B = +8 T and a high laser power P = 500 µW. An anticrossing is seen in both polarizations despite the strong applied
B-field. Polariton fitting curves incorporating the Stokes shift are overlaid. (b) Cavity PL spectra at fixed detuning close
to trion-cavity resonance, at B = +8 T, taken at varying incident laser powers. As the power is decreased, the 2DEG spin
polarization increases and the anticrossing in σ− is suppressed. This has the secondary effect of amplifying the effective Zeeman
splitting between σ+ and σ− lower polaritons. (c) (top panel) Rabi splittings, ΩR, in σ+ and σ− at B = +8 T against laser
power. Nonlinear breakdown of strong coupling in σ− is observed as the power is decreased. Solid curves are simulated results
(see Supplementary Note 2). (middle panel) The calculated effective trion-polariton interaction strength, α (see main text for
definition), and the calculated and experimental blueshift, ∆E, of the LPB in σ+ polarization, both at B = +8 T as a function
of pump power. As there is no emission at 0 µW, the blueshift between 0 and 5 µW is assumed to be the same as between 5
and 10 µW, measured as (0.23±0.12) meV. (lower panel) The maximum LPB Zeeman splitting, EZ , at B = +8 T against laser
power. The splitting increases drastically at the lowest powers when the 2DEG spin polarization is highest. For comparison
the bare trion Zeeman splitting is shown. Error bars on experimental data points arise from our data fitting procedures and
the inherent uncertainty in the spectrometer resolution.

Indeed, while the anticrossing originates at the energy of151

TRC , where cavity photons are most strongly absorbed,152

the polariton PL shows a finite Stokes shift causing both153

UPB and LPB emission to tend to the trion PL energy154

at vanishing photon fractions. Repeating the experiment155

at B = +8 T (Fig. 1d) reveals a larger anticrossing in156

σ+, while the strong coupling regime breaks down in σ−157

(ΩR is smaller than the polariton linewidths and unre-158

solvable), consistent with the weak oscillator strength of159

TRC in σ− (Fig. 1a top panel), and constituting obser-160

vation of valley-specific strong light-matter coupling, in161

which the trion is simultaneously strongly coupled to σ+
162

light while only weakly coupled to σ− light.163

Fig. 2a shows σ+ and σ− LPB PL versus piezo volt-164

age at B = 0 and 8 T, where a giant effective Zeeman165

splitting is observed, exceeding 10 meV as cavity length166

decreases. The LPB Zeeman splitting is amplified by167

valley-specific strong light-matter coupling, whereby the168

near-unity spin polarization of the 2DEG at B = +8 T169

suppresses the oscillator strength of the trion in σ− po-170

larization, by transferring it to σ+ polarization. Fig. 2b171

compares the trion PL g-factor measured on the bare172

flake (g = 3.9) with that of the trion-polariton which is173

over 5 times larger (g = 21.1). While the LPB Zeeman174

splitting increases at higher voltages, this comes at the175

cost of increased polariton linewidths and reduced inten-176

sity. However, we note that the LPB Zeeman splitting ex-177

ceeds the bare trion splitting for all B-field strengths and178

all cavity lengths studied here. This result is in marked179

contrast to the expected scenario in which the polariton180

Zeeman splitting is reduced relative to that of bare trion181

by the corresponding Hopfield coefficient [27].182
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Next, we show how the giant Zeeman splitting can be183

very effectively optically controlled. We fix B = +8184

T and study the influence of incident laser power on185

the cavity PL. As can be seen in Fig. 3a, increased186

power reopens the anticrossing in σ− which previously187

collapsed upon application of the B-field (Fig. 1d).188

Fig. 3b shows trion-polariton PL spectra versus pump-189

ing power at fixed cavity length, where ΩR grows in190

σ− and correspondingly decays in σ+, suggesting that191

non-resonant pumping efficiently transfers electrons be-192

tween spin states (equivalently, between valley states).193

Here, qualitatively, electron-hole pairs are injected by194

the laser and bind to form excitons and trions on ultra-195

fast timescales (sub-ps). The initial trion population will196

be highly valley polarized as the only free carriers avail-197

able are from the spin polarized 2DEG, however, exciton198

and trion valley depolarization in MoSe2 is extremely effi-199

cient (ps) owing to the Maialle-Silva-Sham (MSS) mech-200

anism (confirmed here by transient ellipticity measure-201

ments, see Supplementary Note 4) [26, 28]. Therefore,202

rapid intervalley scattering of trions followed by their ra-203

diative decay can result in a free electron remaining in204

the spin state anti-aligned to the external B-field. This205

means that each trion emission process results in partial206

transfer of electrons between spin-valley states. While207

trion valley relaxation occurs on ps timescales, the spin208

relaxation time for free electrons is ∼ 1000 times longer,209

of the order ns, as they are immune to the MSS mecha-210

nism and must undergo a large momentum transfer to211

scatter between spin-valley states. As such, trion in-212

tervalley scattering and subsequent photon emission can213

depolarize the 2DEG ∼ 1000 times faster than it can re-214

turn to spin-polarized equilibrium. By embedding all of215

these processes into rate equations, we infer that laser216

power in the µW range is enough to fully balance the217

2DEG spin populations and associated trion-polariton218

Rabi splittings in opposite circular polarizations. Our219

simulations are shown in Fig. 3c (top panel) and are in220

excellent agreement with experimental data.221

Lastly, we relate the computed exciton and trion densi-222

ties to the energy shifts of the LPB when B = +8 T, and223

deduce effective LPB interaction strengths, in this case224

attractive for σ− and repulsive for σ+. The middle panel225

of Fig. 3c shows the LPB blueshift in σ+ alongside the ef-226

fective interaction strength, defined as α = ∂E+
LPB/∂n

+
227

(see Supplementary Note 2), which corresponds to a228

repulsive interaction between same-spin particles since229

only σ+ excitons can depolarize electrons when B = +8230

T. The extracted value, α ≈ 0.2 ± 0.05 meV·µm2 at231

P = 5 µW, is one order of magnitude larger than pre-232

viously reported for trion-polaritons because it is based233

on a completely different mechanism [21]. It is based234

neither on oscillator strength or the Coulomb interaction235

between carriers, but instead on linear spin relaxation236

processes. The increase in the interaction strength at the237

lowest laser powers is accompanied by a marked increase238

in the effective trion-polariton Zeeman splitting, confirm-239

ing their shared origin in the 2DEG spin dynamics (Fig.240

3c bottom panel).241

Our experiments demonstrate the simultaneous mani-242

festation of strong and weak coupling regimes between a243

photonic mode and a many-body correlated matter exci-244

tation consisting of an exciton dressed by electrons in an245

effective ferromagnetic phase, resulting in a giant Zeeman246

splitting between trion-polariton modes. We addition-247

ally show that laser illumination acts to depolarize the248

2DEG via a process of trion valley pseudospin relaxation249

and subsequent radiative recombination. The resulting250

Rabi splitting transfer between the two polarization com-251

ponents induces energy renormalisation to which we as-252

sociate large effective interactions. While in this work253

an EuS film was used to introduce additional free elec-254

trons into the flake, similar results should be observed255

in any MoSe2 monolayer in which the itinerant carrier256

density can be raised arbitrarily to give the trion suf-257

ficient oscillator strength. Magnetic 2-dimensional ma-258

terials may also be used to induce 2DEG spin polariza-259

tion without the need for strong external B-fields [25].260

Moreover, we note that extremely high laser powers, of-261

ten pulsed and quasi-resonant, are typically needed to262

enter regimes of polariton non-linearity, while here the263

strongest effective interactions occur under low power264

non-resonant continuous-wave laser excitation. Our work265

therefore highlights doped MoSe2 as a flexible system in266

which to realize and apply ultrastrong low-threshold non-267

linearities, for instance towards TMD-based all-optical268

logic gates [29], or to explore nonlinear topological pho-269

tonics [30].270

METHODS271

Low temperature magneto-optical spectroscopy272

Magneto-optical spectroscopy at 4.2 K was performed273

by mounting the sample in a liquid helium bath cryostat274

with a superconducting magnet and free space optical ac-275

cess. Reflectance contrast measurements were performed276

by directing broadband white light in either σ+ or σ− cir-277

cular polarization onto the sample and measuring the re-278

flected signal on the MoSe2 monolayer (R) and adjacent279

bare EuS film (R0), and calculating the RC = ∆R/R.280

Photoluminescence spectroscopy was performed by di-281

recting a linearly polarized continuous wave laser at 1.946282

eV onto the sample and detecting the emission in either283

σ+ or σ− circular polarization. For both RC and PL the284

signal was directed through a single mode fiber to a 0.75285

m spectrometer and onto a nitrogen-cooled high sensitiv-286

ity charge-coupled device (see Supplementary Note 5).287

The tunable zero-dimensional open microcavity is288

formed by bringing a concave top DBR into the opti-289

cal path above the planar bottom DBR, on top of which290
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is the 10 nm EuS film and monolayer MoSe2. The291

EuS film serves to increase the itinerant electron den-292

sity in the MoSe2. A vacuum gap separates the DBRs293

forming a zero-dimensional optical microcavity. Piezo294

nanopositioners allow precise tuning of the cavity length,295

whereby applying a DC voltage will decrease the cavity296

length and increase the energy of the ground state zero-297

dimensional Laguerre-Gaussian mode (LG00) such that298

it can be tuned through resonance with both TPL and299

TRC .300

Europium sulphide deposition301

A 10 nm thick film of europium sulfide (EuS) was302

deposited onto a dielectric DBR (top layer SiO2) by303

electron-beam evaporation. By maintaining a low sub-304

strate temperature of 16 ◦C during the deposition, we305

ensure that the resulting EuS film will be sulfur deficient,306

owing to the much lower vapor pressure of S relative to307

Eu, causing S atoms to re-evaporate from the substrate308

during growth. The resulting sulfur vacancies act as elec-309

tron donors causing the non-stoichiometric EuS film to310

act as a heavily-doped ferromagnetic semiconductor [22].311

The MoSe2 monolayer therefore becomes highly charged312

when it is stamped on top of the EuS substrate [23].313

Sample fabrication314

A MoSe2 bulk crystal supplied by HQ Graphene315

was exfoliated with tape onto a polydimethylsiloxane316

(PDMS) sheet, and a suitable monolayer identified by317

optical microscopy. This monolayer was then stamped318

onto the DBR / EuS substrate using a conventional vis-319

coelastic dry transfer method.320
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